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A thesis or dissertation is a document submitted in support of candidature for an academic . PhD theses are usually over
two hundred pages. This may vary.

It is considered as an additional academic qualification rather than an academic degree formally. By , PhDs
were awarded annually, most of them by six universities. When the dissertation is ready, the faculty names
two expert pre-examiners with doctoral degrees from the outside the university. There are several different
kinds of oral examinations used in practice. These were, however, very advanced degrees, rather than
research-training degrees at the PhD levelâ€” Harold Jeffreys said that getting a Cambridge ScD was "more or
less equivalent to being proposed for the Royal Society". The final degree is called a " dottorato di ricerca "
Ph. This is not the case for Hovind's dissertation. With the popularity of distance education and e-learning
technologies, some universities now accept students enrolled into a distance education part-time mode. After
finishing a 6-year medical school and one-year internship house officer , physicians and surgeons earn the M.
This hypothesis also explains the resistance to Chinese Communism by the Tibetan Buddhist monks really
well, and the religious history of Russia and Cuba. And since when does Jupiter have rocks do you really want
to dig through all the metallic hydrogen for the nougat rocky core? However, normally the required minimum
study period is primarily depending on the complexity or quality of research requirements. Many professional
titles, such as ingegnere engineer are awarded only upon passing a post-graduation examination esame di stato
, and registration in the relevant professional association. Historically, a monograph was the preferred form of
doctoral thesis, and it still is in some academic fields. In these cases, the journals might also have the rights to
the articles, while you have the rights to the thesis. Typically one of these examiners will be from within the
candidate's own department; the other s will usually be from other universities and often from overseas.
Philippines[ edit ] In the Philippines, a thesis is followed by an oral defense. Originally this was a license to
teach, awarded shortly before the award of the master's or doctoral degree by the diocese in which the
university was located, but later it evolved into an academic degree in its own right, in particular in the
continental universities. The student must obtain funding either by working in a research unit or through
private scholarships. For example, the "chain rule" must have already been explained in at least one reference
textbook of the related academic or engineering field and should be referenced properly in the Wikipedia
article. The Director may be involved with regular supervision along with the other supervisors, or may have
more of an oversight role, with the other supervisors taking on the more day-to-day responsibilities of
supervision. A wide range of supervisory arrangements can be found in the British academy, from single
supervisors more usual for undergraduate and Masters level work to supervisory teams of up to three
supervisors. Germany is one of the few nations engaging these issues, and it has been doing so by
reconceptualising Ph. By the final deadline , the student must submit a complete copy of the thesis to the
appropriate body within the accepting institution, along with the appropriate forms, bearing the signatures of
the primary supervisor, the examiners, and in some cases, the head of the student's department. For example,
"According to Wikipedia, the chain rule is In many schools, master's thesis defenses are restricted to the
examinee and the examiners, but doctoral defenses are open to the public. Which is fine, except for the fact
that if the ancient Greeks, Zoroastrians, and eastern mystics were all budding proto-Darwinists, you might
expect some historians and philosophers who study the ancients to have spotted it â€” and that the work of
Darwin and Wallace in the nineteenth century might have been a bit less revolutionary and surprising than it
actually was. Australia[ edit ] In Australia, doctoral theses are usually examined by three examiners although
some, like the Australian Catholic University and the University of New South Wales , have shifted to using
only two examiners; without a live defense except in extremely rare exceptions. According to the article, only
the fastest developing countries e. The American students would go to Germany to obtain a PhD after having
studied for a bachelor's degrees at an American college. The undergraduate theses are called uppsats,
sometimes examensarbete, especially at technical programmes. Geriatrics means a doctorate in Geriatrics ,
which is equivalent to a Ph. Phil Master of Philosophy instead, preventing the candidate from resubmitting the
thesis. Major shifts toward graduate education were foretold by the opening of Clark University in which
offered only graduate programs and the Johns Hopkins University which focused on its PhD program. It is
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possible to graduate three years after the master's degree, while much longer periods are not uncommon.
Spain[ edit ] The former Diploma de estudios avanzados DEA lasted two years and candidates were required
to complete coursework and demonstrate their ability to research the specific topics they have studied. The
head of the institution decides whether the candidate can defend the thesis, after considering the external
reviews. The professor may recruit students to their group. Department of Educationâ€”recognised body, and
his degrees are not granted any status in the academic or scientific mainstream. For addressing, the degree is
commonly written in front of the name in abbreviated form, e. In most North Indian universities, coursework
duration and thesis is 6â€”7 years and in most South Indian universities is 5 years.


